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PROJECTS

by

D. G. Cuming

ABSTRACT

The Critical Path Method is a teohnique for
planning and scheduling projects. A sohedule
shows (1) how long a project will take to complete,
(2) which activities, of the network constituting
the project, are 'critical' in defining the time-
length of the project, (3) when each activity can
be started, and (4) the tolerance allowed in the
starting time of each activity.

The Method is described here, and also a
computer program, Pegarit (4) written by
Ferranti Ltd., which applies it to projots.
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InToucTION

Industrial and scientific projects, in research and development or
production, tend to become very large and complex in their structure,
and the larger and more complex they become the more difficult it Is to
see, in precise toe, the relative importance of different activities
within the overall pattern of events.

A relatively new technique for analysing, planning and scheduling
large projects is the Critical Path Method. This is described in
References 1, 2 and 3. Baioally, this method determines which jobs or
aotivities in a project are 'critical' in affecting the completion time
of the whole project, and how best to schedule all jobe in the project
in order to meet a target date with the minimum amount of 'lost' time,
and thus at mininum cost.

The Critical Path Method can be applied to a great variety of
projects and at different levels of planning, but each project is
required to have several characteristics which ar4 essential for
Critical Path analysis,

(1) The project consists of a well-defined collection of jobs
which, when completed, mark the end of the project.

(2) Thu Jobs mya be started and stopped independently of each
other, w: +in a given sequence.

(3) The jobs are semi-ordered, i.e. the jobs are arrangod in
series and parallel series directed from Start to Finish with
no loops.

THE METHOD

Although it is not an essential part of the Method, a Project
Graph consisting of a complete pi.cture of all the jobs in a project is a
valuable guide when drawing up the data for a Critical Path analysis,
and will reduce the possibility of embiguities occurring in sequence
relationships of activities.

All the activities (or jobs) in the project should be listed
together with their durations and descriptions, the activities being
represented on the Graph by arrows. Since each activity is uniquely
defined and independent it has a starting event (when the activity
begins) and a finishing event (when the activity is completed), these
events being represented on the Graph by ciroles (or nodes). TNo
consecutive activities will thus have a common node which will be the
finishing event of one activity and the starting event of the
following activity.

Sequence relationships ust be strictly represented, and
occasionally 'due' activities having sero time content will have to
be inserted to make this possible.

The durations of the activities can be written by the corresponding
arrows, and the nodes numbered to give identification to activities.
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For oonvenience, all nodes with no predecessors are oonneoted to a node
labelled 'Start', and similarly all nodes with no sucoessors are
connected to a node labelled 'Finish'.

In this way a project is totally represented graphically.

Thus the graph oonsists of a number of different 'arrow-paths'
from Start to Finish. The total time to complete each path is the sam
of the durations of each activity on the path.

The critical path is the path which takes the longest time from
Start to Finish. This time is then the shortest time in which the
project oan be completed.

Only by shortening the duiration of 'critical' activities can the
total project time be reduced; if there exists more than one critical
path then each of these would have to be considered.

Usually about 10% of the jobs are critical; all-out efforts on all
the jobs in a project are unnecessary and uneconomic. Of course, if
the critical activities are shortened It is likely that the critical
path would change its course to include activities which previously were
near-oritioall it would then be necessary to apply a further Critical
Path analysis to the project.

DCIPTION OF THE PROOA - MACRiT (4d

This program, Pegaorit (4), has been written by Ferranti Ltd. fe
applying the Critical Path Meothod to large projects. It is written for
use on a Pegasus oomputer, although there is also a program for the
Girlus machine. Both program have been arranged so that the same data
tapes can be accepted by either ooputer. A description of how to use
the propr. is contained In Reference 5.

The program requires a total aoount of all the activities in the
project in tes of their starting and finishing events, durations, and
descriptions. With this information an estimate can be made of the
total time for each path through the network. The longest path Is then
the uitical Path.

The program then assesses for each activity in the project the
earliest time it can be started and the earliest time it can be finished -
taking Into account the different paths ftom the start of the project to
the activity, and asvmiing that all activities follow one another
without delay, and similarly the latest time it can be started and the
latest time it can be finished - considering the different paths,
working backwards, from the terminal event to the activity, and allowing
'non-critical' activities to start as late as possible without delaying
the whole project, i.e. without delaying my 'critical' activity.

These times are related as follows8-
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For each aotivity,

early start + duration - early finish

late start + duration - late finish

early start - latest of the early finishes of all the
preceding activities

late start - latest of the late finishes of all the
preceding activities

And further, for each critioal activity#

early start - late start

early finish - late finish.

Activities not on the critical path usually have different earliest
and latest starting (or finishing) times, the difference being the total
amount of time the activity can be delayed before interfering with the
scheduled times of the critical activities, which would delay the A
project oompletion timeo This delay time is oalled the Total Float
available to the activity.

Two other kinds of float are computed by the programs Free float
and Independent Float.

The fte Float is the amount of time an activity can be delayed
without delaying any following activity. It is defined as the
difference between the activity's early finishing time and the early
starting time of all its immediate suooessorso

The Indonendent Float Is the amount of time available without
affecting the schedules of following and preceding activities. It Is
defined as the difference between the earliest start time of Imediate
successors and the latest finishing time of predecessors, less the
duration of the activity. This type of float Is Infrequent (i.e.
infrequently a positive quantity).

The importance of floats is that they indicate clearly whieh
activities deserve second priority to the critical activities.

The moat important facility of the program Is that amenfents to
the initial data can be made without the necessity to punch an entie
new data tape. This facility Is described in Reference 4.
Amendment@ are of three typest changes in durations of activities,
removals of activities, and insertions of new activities.

After a period of time a project can be 'updated' by mking a
serise of amendments to the previous set of data. Activities whieh
have been oompleted are removed, those which are In progress ae given
revised completion times, and new activities occurring are Inserted.
Event times are roohdulod by the program relative to the new starti
event of the project which is then the current time of review.



The amendment facility makes the program very easy to run after the
initial schedule has been computed. It will be sen from each now
schedule whether the oritical path oonsists of the same activities as
before, or if new activities have become critiosl, in which case the
project plan can be revised to include the now priorities.

Pl3'ARATION OF WE D&TA TAPMS

Initially three data tapes are required, a numerical tape, a title
tape, and an amendment tape.

The Marloa t contains a list of all the activities in the
projeot, sah activity being described by its starting event, finishing
evant, and duration. The activities cam be listed in any order and
need not be consecutive, with the one condition that activities baving
the same starting event must be grouped together.

The title tas supplements the numeical tape by ontaiing the
descriptions of all the activities. The descriptions mst be arranged
in the same order as their corresponding activities in the numerical
tape.

The amndment cM contains a list of all the amendments necessary
to the updating of the project. For the first schedule from the
Initial set of data, though there will be no amendments a tape mst
still be prepard as it is required for the running of the progrnm.
Por each subsequent run the previous output tape is used as infut,
replacing the nserioal and title tapes. The only work Involved for
the updating of the data is the preparation of an amd t tape.

Amendments are of three types, via. changes of activity times,
removals of activities, and insertions of now activities. Mash
amendment is written in the form of an activity (i.e. starting event 8,
finishing event F, and duration D) and is preceded by a code letter.
Amen ments are written an followst

Change of time s original S and F and nw D

lamoval i original 8, F and D

Insertion i now 8p P and D followed by its description

The data Is fed into the computer by Inserting the umeriea tapo
(or output tape) in Tap leader 0 and the aMebafnt tape in Tape
leader 1. The program reads the f1rst madm ant and ompwas It with
successive activities on the nmerlal tape until the necessary
agreement is found for the amendment to be ide. Thes-

(i) for a ohage of time or removal, the starting events M
finishing events under both tape readers must be the same,

(11) for an insertion, either the starting events S finishing
events must be the m.

If an insertion Is made, the next amendment is rad and compared
with the activity still in IV, as above, otherwise the mendameat is
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read and the program Immediately begins searching the numerioal tape for
*the next activity to be amended. thus any number of insertions can be
* made at on. point on the numerical tap* (providing condition (ii) above

holds).

The amendments for changes of time and removals of activities
should be arranged in an order identical to that of the activities on
the numerical tape (or previous output tape) to which they refer. Few
activities, to be Inserted, are more difficult to place In the amendment
tape as they may "split* a group of activities on the merloal tape
having a common starting event; this could happen If the Insertion in
made by a comparison of finishing events. If this Is the came and It
Is necessary to insert an activity in the middle of the group, then In
order to preserve the group It will be necessary to insert at the
beginning of the group all the activities (in the group) following the
place of insertion, to Insert the new activity and then remove all those
which have been re-inserted at the beginning. An asimple of this is
contained in the Aiaendmint list to the kample Network in the Appendix.

Normally, an insertion involves just one amendment order, though It
may sometimes be necessary to precede It by a Iped-aedet' - a
change-of-time amendment having the same time as the activity it refers
to - to place the insertion correctly. For instance, it several
consecutive activities have the same starting or finishing event as the
one to be inserted, a ped-amnmn to the activity Imediately
before the place for the new activity will enable the Insertion to be
mae In the right order.

1. Bo3th the nmerical tape and title tape muast be headed by the code
* sequence Jv1, then followed by the main title of the project. Whi

title must not exceed 48 ohe., Including shifts, eta.

The tapes are headed thus.v

ON&& )j 0 vi

O3W (title) 0 *..

and are then punohed as follows a-

(a) Noel" o

Bach activity consists of three aumbe, starting event,
finishig event, ad activity time. Te actIvitJe are punched
om separate lines and are grouped In pages of WOU". Nash
page Is headed by( anue mber on a epeate line, ant eash lime
by a Line umber (IM O IMe lines of data, and pag asbe
must begin with OUW and SU smber mast be followed by a space.



A line of data is punohe4

031 line up starting sp finishing sp aotivity mp
no. event event time

(b) Ti toe

This tap. contains the descriptions of all the activities and
must be punohed in the same order s the activities on the
numerloal tape. As gn the mwLoal tape, the 'titles' are
groued in pages of 4. each, each pag. beB headed by a pap
nmber, and each line by a line mber (i-w). Tb line mber
is followed by a space, two dots, and the descrLption, which should
not oceed 24 characters (net imnluding shifts). A line of data
is puoahed

CML line up .. (Title0)
no.

There mst be Ja. dots before the title and at least two filure-

shifts after It (i.e. blank tape).

2. Ammmnt IMn

Th insdeasnt tape Is beaded by a labsidi7 title, referrin to
the set of data after it ban been smnded, which will be printed at the
head of eve pag of output. The title mst be followed by blnk
tape.

The ls smants ae pumnoed li the order described In the previm

meotion.

A line is punoheds

1 code starting SP finishing sp activity sp
letter event event time

If an activity Is to be riaoved, the ole letter Is U

If an activity tie I to be ohange, the code letter is 0, and new
tHue replames the old me

It a a activity Is to be imerted, the *ode letter In 1, end the l
of data Is Gontlimed Vith

(beeriptisa) .

If there axe no ma t a tap mt stll be
plnehed, it will oontla Just the subidia title telwed
by blank tap.

3. U tpe mut be tUmiated 1W

MR1 -1 owl



The output tape is headed by the following:-

S followed by the umbser of the first event in the network

T followed by the nmbse of the last event in the network

X followed by the nmbser of events in the network

A followed by the number-of activities in the network

Faulty data. representing a, network with more than one initial or terminal
node will be indioat&&-by ths. printing of &re than ane 8 or T. A
*split group', ocourring either through faulty preparation of the data
or & wrongly placed insertian, will, be indicated by the letter G
followed by the oomea. starting event nmbohr of this group.

After the main and svbsidtary headings, the shebule is arranged in
lines of datag each referring to the activity -defined by the first
three numbers of the line - starting event, finishing event and
duration. The line continues, with the early and late starting times,
early and late finishbing times, total, free -and independent fleats, and
description of the activity. Aetivities which are cm the Critieal
Path are Indicated by the printing at I'dashesI between the latter
numer* an the Line OwTh estinated total duration of the preject is
eqmal to the early or late finishing tim at the oritleag activity
whose finishing event is the tervimeal event of the prea~t (Indicated
by 2 at the head of cutput).

The lines of data are arranged In pages of 100 each.

1. aprea Optiona Printing.

2. Xmeer Peescrit (4) In MhO. Start/in. rhis ends with
a 77-steP.

3.* Insert numrical tape In TO and amnftnt tape In 1hi.
Operte the inn IV.

4. thea the 77-stop la reached place title tap In 2m end
re-inert aimendment tape in TRI. Operte the inm My.

The bdule is panched out as the title tape is read, in.
Use rIN ead with a ??-Step.

Te ne=t schedule my be va by repeating thes opmerais, stafting
from OPerati 3.

Upftting rms are eperated a aboe emept that the previous
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output tape is used instead of the numerical and title tapes, the
output tape thus being read in twice.

SIU OF PROflCS

A project mast conform to the following limits if it is to be
analysed by the progra:

Naxinum nusher of events 1280

ui aua nwder of activities 2000

hzlmla. duration of the project
or any one ativity 9999 time units

Any time units can be used, but thq mast be consistent throughoat the
project and must be ozpressed as integers. Events *an be nubaod
from 0 to 1279. The numbes can be in any aeqaeo and need not rm
consecutively.

the telleing approMte tine will give a rough guide an to bow

long a schedule wil teh to oaumte:-

te reed In progrem - Paearit (4) : * m.

TO read In nuNrical tape : f r. for evet 100 actIties.

CeqaUting time : ii aim. for every 100 activities.

To reed in title tape and ePat the schedule : 4. aim. for
eSeZ7 100
aotivities.

soe feliag leeptpe, taftoatiug eWers on the date tapes
can occur deWg a rim:-

bai" the -eediW-lai of the namrloal tape:

3.3 + 661 Wrong Pae Ma*es

3.0 * 661 = line m=e

1 3 + (O leop detected in network

Duriag reeding-Inato the title tome

1.0 * 6o a g pae au6e

2.5 * In ad twmh act pched betere
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On the asml mnt tape:

0.3. 661 ohareoter I Cl, or-

1.7 560 lsertion real tha* is already am the
mmerloal tape

2he projeot paph, data tap", a output oeaefes ora Mal eSSIVle
network for an Wntial ran and an updated l are givea in the Appendix.

j ,(AJ.o.)
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APPENDIXa

NUMERICAL TAPE

JU I
N

EXAMPLE NETWORK

I
1 1 24

3 13 2
3 14 4
4825S
S a6 1
6 a7 4
7 28 2
8 35S5
9 45S0

12 6 7 2
13 711 8
14 89 3
IS 8 It
z6 9 is it
17 10 13 6
18 11 z4 6
29 IsIS1 9
20 13 z6 S
31 14 IS 1
29 14 z6 o
23 I5 17 4
24 z6 17 6
-1
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APPENDIX 3

tITLE TAPE

Jt,
N

EXAMPLE NETWORK

3 .03

5 .05

6 ..6

91 0.7

10 .. I0

I2 o*12

*13 0023

*14 *.14
IS -*IS
z6 ..z6
17 99Z7
18 ..Is
19 .. 19

21 *.31

23 *923
24 .. 24
-I



APPENDIX 4

AMENDMENT TAPE FOR INITIAL RUN

N

FI RST SCHEDULE
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APPENDIX S

FIRST SCHEDULE

SI
T 27
E z7
A 24JP8

N

EXAMPLE NETWORK

FIRST SCHEDULE

EVENTS JOB START FINISH FLOATS DESCRIPTION
S F TIME E L E L T F I

2 * 4 0 2 4 6 s 0 0002

S 3 0---0 8 000 .r8

4 0 4 7 3 0 003

8 4 6 S 7 8 @0.4

a 6 4 24 5 IS to 0 0*.5

a 7 4 423 627 9 0 o06

a a a 4 8 6 10 4 0 0..7
3 S S a -,- ---- 0

4 S 0 4 7 4 7 3 3 0.,9
4 to 4 7 7 80 23 0 0..o

9 7 '11-3--0' A-0
* 

l I

* 7 8 IS2 7 17 10 1 ***Is7 ? S 2S7 :6 85 ,o @.o2, q7 z Is a7 :6 *s 9 0 o0,13

a 9 3 6 to 9 13 4 4 0.,24
* 22 4 6 a: tO &S IS 6 a.,:$
9 i8 2 2 3- 3--4- --- ' 0---0.0* t10 $1 7 00 1$ -6 13 0 0*017

22 t4 6 :6 &S $2 31 9 o Ooo11
i8 IS 9 84-84--33 --- 0"--- 0-29

23 :6 S 23 &6 1 132113 4 000
14 2 88 38 83 33 20 20 1681
14 6 0 As 3: 88 32 9 0 0008*

7 3 333-37-37-0- - - 83
7 8 32 86 37 9 9 o84
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APPENDIX 6

AMENDMENT TAPE FOR UPDATINQ RUN

N

SECOND SCHEDULE

Ri 3 2
C: 4 1
1: S i **A
13 8 a ..a
13 :6 3 .
118 7 4 .. D
R2 7 4
R2 8 a
R3 S S
C4 20 s
16 zz 3 e

C9 22 7



APPENDIX 7 4

SECOND SCHEDULE

S I
T 17
E 17
A 24
Jo,
N

EXAMPLE NETVORK

N

SECOND SCHEDULE

EVENTS JOB START FINISH FLOATS DESCRIPTION

S F TIME E L E L T F I

1 3 3 0-0- -3- -0- -0 e

2 4 z 0 3 1 3 2 0 0.03

I 5 0 s I 3 a 2 a.*A
3 8 3 3 4 4 6 a o o..B

28 3 • 2-------o---0" o * C
a :8 3

5 1 3--3-3 = 0 -0 - 0 * ° 4

a 6 2 13 3 14 22 0 0.05
IS 7 4 - -g 0 0 oe

4 s 0 - 3 2 3 s 2 0..9

4 20 a 2 20 3 I2 9 0 0..0O
s  9 6 3_-93 --- 0-----0 0 I1

6 2I 3 3 14 6 27 1 zz o..E

7 It a 9--9-17-27 -0000o3
8 9 3 4 6 7 9 a s 0.14

8 ,2 4 4 13 8 17 9 9 7.o,1
9 2 7 9-- 6-16 0----o---o•z6

20 13 6 3 z2 9 i8 9 0 0..?7
22 :4 6 :7-17-3-2 -- 0' - 0 9 o • 8
za S 9 z6-z6-S 5 ---- - .•e 9
23 I 6 s 9 18 :4 33 9 9 0*020

24 S I 83 s4 s4 25 1 2 loo!

24 26 0 23-s3-23-- - 0.0s

IS 27 4 2 S-5-S*- 9-9 - -- -  * o s 3
:6 27 6 s3--23-289-9---o---O-0'o*4

-2
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